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General WMIRS instructions. Help us to help you by reading and following this.
Wing staff spend far too much time sorting out cases where pilots do not do WMIRS paperwork correctly. We
have to do this to keep the avgas flowing. Please do not add to our workload on this.

PLEASE take care to fill out the debrief section of your sortie correctly:
● Write the Mission and sortie number on the fuel receipt, scan or photograph it, and ensure it is uploaded

properly and is the correct receipt.
● If unable to get a receipt from the truck, enter the gallons and if possible the order number. Please do not

upload a photo of the truck fuel meter, this actually causes us more hassle.
● Check that you have checked No Fuel, NHQ credit card, or Wing funded boxes correctly. You almost

always need to have one of those boxes checked. “Direct Pay to member” is ONLY if you paid for fuel
for a funded mission using a personal card and are claiming the expense back.

● Check that you have the correct Hobbs and tach numbers, and that they are in the correct boxes.
● Check that you have ATD and ATA times filled out and the sortie effectiveness is set.
● If you flew A12 or B12, ensure that the profile checklist is uploaded to the sortie files.
● ETD/ETA/ATD/ATA times are in 24-hour clock. You can set UTC vs HST in your WMIRS preferences.
● Summary box in the debrief: Write a short actual summary of where you went and what you did. Just

a few sentences is fine, but “Successfully flown.” or similar is not acceptable.

Canceled / not flown sorties:
● If you enter a sortie in WMIRS and then do not fly, please do not simply abandon it. As soon as you

enter it, mission funding is allocated based on your ETD and ETA. If a sortie is released but then
abandoned, that’s equivalent to opening then not closing a VFR flight plan.

● If you decide not to fly before you even start the engine, simply CANCEL the sortie in the sortie info page.
Note that it is possible to uncancel a sortie if you subsequently decide to fly.

● If you start up the engine, then decide not to fly (eg mag check or other MX issue), then enter the actual
hobbs and tach times in the debrief and set the sortie effectiveness to “Not Flown”.

● Any sortie entered into WMIRS should either be CANCELED, or closed out with hobbs, tach, ATD, ATA
and sortie effectiveness all filled out in the sortie debrief.

Refueling:
● Please refuel the plane to normal operations level after your sortie.
● Fuel needs to be charged to the correct mission. It is NOT OK to fly on several different missions and

then simply put all the fuel on the last sortie.
● If refueling after multiple sorties, or IF THERE IS ANYTHING UNUSUAL ABOUT THE FUEL, PLEASE

NOTE IT IN THE REMARKS. When you charge $500 of fuel on a 0.5-hour sortie, or $20 on a 3-hour
sortie, we have to figure out why - please just tell us in the remarks.

“Reserving” Aircraft:
● Please DO NOT “pad” the ETD / ETA times or use them to “reserve” the aircraft for longer than the planned

flight. A sortie entered for 0800 to 1600, will reserve 8 hours worth of fuel funding.
● If you really need to “reserve” the aircraft, please use the WMIRS scheduling module. Be aware your

“reservation” may be disregarded for operational reasons if necessary.

Thank you for your diligence in ensuring you comply with all of the above. Wing operations staff really
appreciate it when we don’t have to fix up your sortie debriefs or figure out mystery fuel invoices.



Training and SAREX missions (A5, A17 and A23) - various 23-T-xxxx missions
These items apply to every mission with the A5, A17 and A23 mission symbol

● These missions DO have an assigned Incident Commander (IC). All flight and ground operations on these
missions MUST be coordinated with the IC ahead of time.

● Do not cold call the IC at zero notice expecting a flight release. Coordinate ahead of time, preferably at least
a day or two before. A simple text message saying you’re planning to fly is often all that is needed.

● 23-T-3773 - G1000 TAA Transition Training mission is to help qualified CAP pilots who are not G1000
qualified to become G1000 qualified. On-boarding and Return-to-Flight pilots will do generally G1000 training
as part of onboarding under the A0/A24 mission.

● 23-T-3771 - Mission Aircrew Training is available for training sorties for all aircrew positions, including MS,
AP, MO and MP. This should be the default mission for the SQTR required training sorties for mission aircrew
trainees. Pilots flying these sorties should either be qualified MPs or Trainee MPs under qualified MP
supervision. A pilot who is TMP but not MP qualified cannot fly training sorties for MS, MO, AP etc!

● 23-T-3774 - Tsunami Training is to support training for Tsunami response. This includes both individual
training sorties and both locally organized and wing wide Tsunami DREXes. Pilots on Tsunami Warning or
Damage Assessment training sorties must be fully qualified MPs or trainee MPs under the
supervision of a fully qualified MP. MS, AP, MO and MP training sorties can be carried out on this mission
provided a qualified trainer is on board in order to train those aircrew for Tsunami missions

Air Force funded proficiency (A12) - 23-A-3009
● Comply with the profiles published in CAPS 71-4 in all ways. Notably, crew qualifications and flight time.

Do not fly A12 as a “Form 5 trainee”, these are for maintaining proficiency, not training.
● Upload the completed profile checklist from CAPS 71-4 to the sortie as part of the debrief.
● Explain in the sortie debrief any items where you were not able to meet the profile requirements.
● Limit yourself to 2.5 hobbs hours in any given calendar month. Unused hours do not carry over. (This

number may change in the future, but that’s the limit of our funding right now).
● A12 funded proficiency is intended to “fill the holes” in the times that other CAP flight missions do not allow

you to maintain mission proficiency. Please avoid the impression of “burning holes in the sky” or simply
building hours. For example If you flew a transport / relocation sortie for O-rides or MX recently, then flying an
A12 transport proficiency profile may not be appropriate. Bear in mind that many of the profiles allow for
instrument approaches and other currency items. Please be mindful in your use of A12 funding and use the
funding to maintain proficiency in the full range of mission pilot skills.

Self or other funded proficiency (B12 on 23-B-3017)
● Comply with the profiles published in CAPS 71-4 in all ways. Notably, crew qualifications and flight time.
● Upload the completed profile checklist from CAPS 71-4 to the sortie as part of the debrief.
● Explain in the sortie debrief any items where you were not able to meet the profile requirements.
● Yes, all this applies even if you are self funding. If you do not want to comply with the above under self

funding, then fly under C12 on the HI-MISC C mission not the B mission.
● Note the funding source (eg “member funded”) in the sortie debrief notes.

Air Force funded Onboarding (A0) and Return to Flight (A24) - 23-T-3121
● Training plan must be prepared, and approved by DOV prior to flights. It must say how many sorties are

expected to get the trainee ready for their checkride. We need this information to budget accordingly.



● Training plan must be in compliance with CAPS 71-1 (airplane) or CAPS 71-2 (glider).
● In CAPS 71-1/2 note especially the Flight Training Paragraph in either the Onboarding of New Pilots or

Return to Flight sections, which gives the expectation of how much flying is appropriate under this mission -
these missions are not intended to provide large amounts of training to get inexperienced or non-current
pilots up to CAP Form 5 standards.

● Basic onboarding is expected to be a single sortie, with limited additional sorties allowed for specific
training such as G1000 or high performance. To take advantage of the G1000 and/or high performance
sorties, you must follow (and meet all the prerequisites of) the G1000 and high performance CAP training
requirements.

● Return to flight is expected to be a single sortie, in the form of a BFR and the guidance in CAPS 71-1/2.
● It is your responsibility not to exceed the number and duration of sorties approved for funding in your

training plan. It is possible that we may not be able to fund all the sorties you need. The number of
funded sorties will be made clear when your training plan is approved.

Self or other funded Onboarding (B0) and Return to Flight (B24) on 23-B-3017
● Must follow all the requirements above as if this was an A mission, except that the number and length of the

sorties is restricted only by the funding source. i.e. if you are self funding it’s up to you. If you have explicit
approval from the wing CC, CV or DO to do this on state / county / wing / other funding, it is your
responsibility not to exceed the number and duration of sorties approved for funding in your training plan

MX Mission (A9)
● Use only in conjunction with aircraft maintenance work authorized by the wing AMO.
● Can be used for crew transport for aircraft pickup / dropoff crews.
● Can NOT be used simply to reposition aircraft for operational or mission readiness purposes when no

maintenance work is involved.

O-rides and checkride missions
● Relocation sorties can be flown on these missions as necessary to carry out the O-rides or checkride. Please

do plan operations to avoid unnecessary relocation sorties.

C mission
● The C mission can be used for self-directed, self-funded training and proficiency. You must use an

appropriate mission symbol. See CAPS 72-2 for the mission symbol definitions.
● C12 proficiency flights in accordance with CAPS 71-5
● C23 TAA (G1000) training
● C24 includes Return to Flight training for pilots not qualified for re-training under A24 or B24. Note that there

is no “C0” symbol. Onboarding training must follow onboarding rules as above under B0 if not qualified for
A0.

Member funded Flying - Note new rates for FY2023
● Now uses a dry rate plus actual fuel system.
● FY2023 Dry rates are specified by NHQ and are $67/hr for C172 and $77/hr for C182. These are Hobbs

hours. These must be paid to wing.
● After you fly, refuel the aircraft to the level it was at before you flew.

○ You can either do this directly at your own expense (ie use your own credit card at JRF or your own
account with Air Service Hawaii), OR



○ You can charge the fuel to wing as normal and then reimburse wing for the exact amount of the fuel
bill. It takes a few days for wing to get the bill. You should let Rene know that you flew member funded
and ask her to let you know when the bill comes through.

● If you paid for the fuel yourself, put a note in the remarks saying so, and saying how many gallons
you added.

● You must then coordinate with the Wing Admin Assistant to make payment. You may send a check or pay by
credit card, for which there is a $5 fee.

● Write “Member Funded” In the remarks section of the debrief, and note if the fuel was self paid or
charged to wing.


